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ETAS 36th Annual Conference and AGM Programme and Invitation



EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

PRESIDENT g Sue Wood g pres@e-tas.ch
VICE PRESIDENT AND TEACHER DEVELOPMENT CHAIR g Jayne Kyte g vpres@e-tas.ch 
NATIONAL COORDINATOR AND PUBLIC RELATIONS CHAIR

g Antoinette Breutel-O’Donoghue g natco@e-tas.ch
NATIONAL EVENTS CHAIR g Choreanne Frei g natev@e-tas.ch
PUBLICATIONS CHAIR g Helena Lustenberger g publ@e-tas.ch
SECRETARY g Laura Kennedy g secr@e-tas.ch
TEACHER DEVELOPMENT CHAIR g Jayne Kyte g tede@e-tas.ch
TREASURER g Florian Gantenbein g trea@e-tas.ch
WEB CHAIR g Ben Hoyt g wech@e-tas.ch

REGIONAL COORDINATORS (RCs)
BADEN g Caroline Rickli g baden@e-tas.ch
BASEL g Guadalupe Salazar g basel@e-tas.ch
BERN/NEUCHÂTEL g Ben Hoyt g bern@e-tas.ch
CENTRAL SWITZERLAND g Vacant
GENEVA g Karen Greaney and Rachael Harris g geneva@e-tas.ch
GRAUBÜNDEN g Vacant
SOLOTHURN/OLTEN g Vacant
ST. GALLEN g Vacant
TICINO g Nicole Jaks g ticino@e-tas.ch
VALAIS g Vacant
VAUD g Sharon Acton Dagaudenzi g vaud@e-tas.ch
ZÜRICH/WINTERTHUR g Eric Berthoud-Jury g zuri-winti@e-tas.ch

ETAS AGM ORGANISING COMMITTEE

Big thanks to Annegret, Coco, Dawn and local volunteers.

ETASOrganisation
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(Office and Library)

Annegret Richmond
Im Hubel 3
6210 Sursee

Tel: +41 (0)24 420 32 54
Fax: +41 (0)24 420 32 57 

email: office@e-tas.ch
website: www.e-tas.ch

Phone hours:

Monday: 8.30 – 11.30
Wednesday: 8.30 – 11.30 and 13.30 – 16.30

PUBLISHER:
ETAS English Teachers Association, Switzerland

PROGRAMME:
ETAS National Events Chair
ETAS AGM Organising Committee

GRAPHIC DESIGN:
Sumners Graphics

Tour of the Etter Distillery

For more information and to reserve a 
space please contact: alice.knoepfel@e-tas.ch

ETASAdministration
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Gewerblich-industrielles Bildungszentrum Zug (GIBZ)

Saturday 18th January 2020
08.15 – 09.00 Registration, coffee and book exhibition

09.00 – 09.15 Welcome: Sue Wood, ETAS President

09.15 – 10.15 Opening Plenary – John Hughes 

10.15 – 10.45 Coffee and book exhibition

10.45 – 11.45 Workshops Session A

11.45 – 13.15 Lunch and book exhibition

13.15 – 14.15 Workshops Session B

14.30 – 15.15 AGM

15.15 – 15.45 Coffee and book exhibition

15.45 – 16.45 Workshops Session C

17.00 – 17.45 Closing Plenary – Rob Dean 

18.00 Apéro

Programme
ETAS 36th Annual Conference and AGM 
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You are cordially invited to attend the ETAS 36th Annual General Meeting on 
Saturday, 18th January 2020, at 15.45. 

Agenda
1. Welcome

2. Approval of the agenda

3. Approval of the minutes of the 35th AGM in Zofingen, published on the
ETAS website (https://www.e-tas.ch/annual-reports-and-agm-documents)

4. Annual Report, 2019 – Sue Wood, President

5. Financial Report, 2018 – 2019 – Florian Gantenbein, Treasurer

6. Auditor's Report

7. Discharge of executive committee

8. Approval of membership fees (revised AGM 2014)

9. Approval of the budget for the new fiscal year (2020 – 2021)

10. Election of executive committee members:

a. Publications Chair 
Hannah McCulloch, nominated

b. Treasurer 
Eric Berthoud-Jury, nominated

11. Any other business

AGM invitation and agenda
ETAS 36th Annual Conference and AGM 
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Nominations

POSITION NOMINEE 
Publications Chair Hannah McCulloch 
• Chairs and coordinates the activities of the Publications Team
• Liaises between the Publications Team and the Executive Committee

Treasurer Eric Berthoud-Jury 
• Keeps the ETAS financial records and submits an annual report for distribution 
to all members

• Prepares the forthcoming year's budget for distribution at the AGM

Publications Chair: Hannah McCulloch

Hannah teaches English to very young learners and adults in Zurich and is on the ETAS Journal
Publications Team, where she is Resources Editor. She also helps with ETAS social media.

Hannah has been nominated by Helena Lustenberger and seconded by Eva Göksel.

Treasurer: Eric Berthoud-Jury

University trained in Finance and 
former business professional. 
Currently teaching English, Business 
and Economics.

Eric has been nominated by Florian
Gantenbein and seconded by Sue Wood.

Nominations for the ETAS Executive Committee 2020–2023
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Plenaries
Opening Plenary
John Hughes
Creative thinking and language learning inside the box
Sponsored by National Geographic Learning

We are all familiar with the idea that creative thinking means thinking ‘outside the box’.
However, there is an alternative viewpoint that real innovation occurs by working ‘inside 
the box’ (Boyd and Goldenberg, 2013). In this presentation we’ll consider the place of 
creativity in the classroom and challenge the notion that we want our learners to use 
language with complete freedom. Instead, by providing them with frameworks and 
templates to work within, your students can use language more creatively resulting in 
relevant, authentic and motivating communication. This session will demonstrate a variety 
of practical ‘inside the box’ activities which you can use with your students tomorrow.

Closing Plenary
Rob Dean
From Slates to Books to BYOD – Evolution in ELT
Sponsored by Pearson Schweiz

Nobody is quite sure when the first English lesson was given to a speaker of another 
language, but it’s safe to say that it was a very long time ago. Back then, grammar 
translation was daring and new, and it would have been supported with such cutting 
edge teaching technology as the reusable personal visualisation device (a.k.a. slate); 
no doubt followed by the portable folding information storage solution (a.k.a. book) – all 
the way up to the digital resources we use today alongside our current day methodologies.
This session will take a light-hearted look at where we’ve been in ELT; where we are now 
and where we might end up in the future.
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PROFESSIONAL 
HEADSHOTS 

at the Conference
During the ETAS Annual Conference 

and AGM, we will be offering 
professional headshots for 

25.- francs. A portable studio will 
be available for walk-up sessions.



Friday Evening Event Sponsor:
Etter Distillerie

Speaker Sponsors: 
National Geographic Learning
Pearson Schweiz
Bergli Books
Goal Testing
Hilderstone College
Istituto Zaccaria dei Padri Barnabiti
Teachin’ EU
University of Lausanne

Conference Donors:
Fruit � TLC International House Zurich-Baden
Water � academia Sprach - und Lernzentrum
Coffee/tea � Swiss Exams
Notepads � Oxford University Press
Bags/pens/pencils/lanyards � Goal Testing
Flowers � Blumengalerie Mattmann AG

Programme Advertisers
Express Publishing
Flying Teachers
Oxford University Press
Swiss Exams
TLC Sprachschule International House 
Zürich-Baden

Leaflet Advertisers
Express Publishing
Goal Testing
Klett Sprachen 
Swiss Exams

If you would like to see your company’s 
name on this list for future events,
please contact Alice Knöpfel 
(alice.knoepfel@e-tas.ch). 

Sponsors
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We are pleased to announce that the following companies are generous sponsors of the 
ETAS Annual Conference 2020. We are extremely grateful for their continuing support of our 
national events without which our events would not be possible. On behalf of the Executive 
Committee and ETAS members, thank you all. 

Apero kindly sponsored by





Registration fees Members On Site
Early Bird Members Non-members Registration

Registration and payment deadline: 08.12.2019 14.01.2020 14.01.2020 -

Early Bird 
(including lunch, refreshments and aperitif) CHF 100.– - - - 

Conference 
(including lunch, refreshments and aperitif) - CHF 130.– CHF 180.–

The following attendees are entitled to the ETAS member rate:
- Individual Members of ETAS
- Two, five or ten teachers per School Membership of ETAS, depending on your membership category 
(additional teachers pay the Non-member rate)

- Two teachers per Associate Membership of ETAS (additional teachers pay the Non-member rate)

To qualify for member registration fee, follow one of two options before 12th Jan. 2020
1. First, join ETAS online (www.e-tas.ch/sign-up) and then register for the conference as a member 
on the ETAS website. 

2. Complete the registration form (see page 18) including new member information, and send to 
ETAS Administration, and pay for both new member dues and registration fee via bank transfer 
(see details below). 

Membership and registration are complete once forms and payment (online or via bank transfer) 
have been received.

1. Register online or download the registration form (www.e-tas.ch > Events >  
Annual Conference and AGM), and

2. Pay your registration fee online with credit card, or by bank transfer (see details below).

ETAS postal account details: 
Beneficiary: English Teachers Association Switzerland, 8000 Zürich, Switzerland
Account number: 80-43533-3 IBAN: CH10 0900 0000 8004 3533 3           
BIC/SWIFT: P O F I C H B E Clearing number: 09000
Bank: Swiss Post, PostFinance, Engehaldenstrasse 37, CH-3030 Bern, Switzerland
Mention: "AGM 2020" plus name(s) of attendee(s)
Please note that in an effort to reduce administrative costs, ETAS will not issue invoices or 
confirmations of registration or payment unless requested.
If you have any doubt about your registration, please contact ETAS Administration.

Early Bird registration and payment deadline: 8th December 2019
Final registration and payment deadline: 14th January 2020
If you miss the registration deadline, you can still register on the day (see On-site registrations below).

On-site registration will be open on Saturday morning from 08.15.
On-site registrations must be paid in cash (Swiss Francs). All on-site registrations are subject to a 
surcharge of CHF 20.-. Lunch is subject to availability.

If you have registered and are prevented from attending, please send a cancellation to 
ETAS Administration: office@e-tas.ch.
Cancellations received before 14th January 2020 will incur a 50% cancellation charge. 
Cancellations after this date will not be refunded unless a medical certificate can be provided 
(50% refund). No-shows will be charged.

Member
rates

Join ETAS and 
register at the

ETAS member rate

How to register

Payment details
(if NOT paying
online with 
credit card)

Deadlines

On-site
registrations

Cancellations

(add CHF 20.–,
cash only)

Registration information
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Workshops are on a first-come, first-served basis. No reservation is necessary. However, it is useful for 
us to have some information about participant numbers for room allocation. You are invited to state
which workshops you are interested in attending; this choice is not binding. Numbers are limited for
some workshops. You are encouraged to go early to secure a spot.

If you have already registered with the Book Exhibition Registration Form, then you do not need to 
fill in another registration form. If in doubt, contact ETAS Administration at office@e-tas.ch.

If you have a sponsor who has already registered you, then you do not need to fill in another 
registration form. Otherwise, please complete the online registration form and tick the box 
'I am a speaker/workshop presenter'.

Choose between a vegetarian or a non-vegetarian option. If no option is selected, the default choice 
is non-vegetarian.

You will find a list of hotels below. We recommend that you book early.

Choosing your
workshops

Book Exhibitors

Speakers

Meals

Hotels

We look forward to seeing you in Zug!

Zug offers a number of hotels. We would suggest checking an online booking portal such as
http://www.booking.com/ or https://ch.hotels.com/ to get the best available price.

We have negotiated special rates with Hotel Zugertor
(a 1-minute walk from the AGM venue and an 8-minute walk from the Zug train station)
Baarerstrasse 97
6300 Zug
+41 (0)41 729 38 38

Use the code AGM 2020 to be able to benefit from the special rates (offer stands until they run out 
of rooms or December 1, 2019). Book with the hotel directly, not on an online booking portal. 

Hotels in Alphabetical order:

City Garden Hotel
Metallstrasse 20
6304 Zug

Hotel Guggital
Zugerbergstrasse 46
6300 Zug

Swisshotel Zug
(S-Bahn from Chollermüli to Zug main st. every quarter of an hour a 4 min ride)
Chollerstrasse 1a 
6300 Zug
041 747 28 28

Hotel information
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Travel to Zug:
How to find the Conference
Directions to the Gewerblich-industrielles Bildungszentrum GIBZ Zug, 
Baarerstrasse 100, 6300 Zug

By Train: please refer to www.sbb.ch for your timetable to Zug.

From the station it is a 10 minute walk to the school or at Zug station you can take the bus 
number 3 or 4 to “Zug, Guthirt” every 15 min. (5 – 7 min ride plus 4 min walk) to the venue. 
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Coming by Car
The map below gives the location of the Gewerblich-industrielles Bildungszentrum GIBZ Zug,
Baarerstrasse 100, Zug within the city of Zug. For directions for arriving by car type the 
school address in your satnav or look it up on Google Maps.

Parking
Parking at the school is possible but parking tickets are expensive. 
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Travel to Zug:
How to find the Conference
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Registration form

* To join ETAS now and register at the Member rate, please fill in the information below and 
pay the annual or half year dues** with the event registration fees.               

Year of birth: _______________

Please indicate which ETAS Region you would like to join (tick one only):

Baden Basel Bern/Neuchâtel Central Switzerland 
Geneva Graubünden Solothurn/Olten St. Gallen
Ticino Valais Vaud Zürich/Winterthur

I do not wish my name to be passed on to EFL publishers.

Please indicate which ETAS Special Interest Groups (SIGs) you wish to join:
Business English Cross-Cultural
Drama & Literature English for Specific Purposes
Immersion/CLIL Learning Technologies
Materials Writers Research
Swiss Cantonal Teacher & Teacher Educator Teacher Training and Development
Testing, Examinations & Assessment Young Learners and Teens

Pricing (full year / half year): 
**Individual Member (Switzerland) CHF 110.- / 55.-   
Student/Senior (Switzerland) CHF 55.- / 27.50  
Individual Member EU CHF 135.- / 67.50
Individual Member overseas CHF 160.- / 80.-
Note: Half year applicable to NEW membership only, from January – June

Surname: First name:

Address:

Postcode: Town:

Telephone: Email:

Please tick here if this is a new address

ETAS Individual             School Member. Name of School:
member? Non-Member*       Associate. Name of Company:

I am a speaker/workshop presenter

I am interested in attending the following workshops:
Session A:          Session B:         Session C:         
(Please note that this choice is not binding and is given for statistical purposes. We do not reserve seats for workshops, and 
workshop attendance is still on a first come, first served basis. Please indicate only one workshop per session.)

I have paid CHF           to cover registration as follows: (See registration information for details)

Early Bird Package        Conference        

lunch vegetarian        non-vegetarian

Please complete and mail the form to ETAS Administration and make payment to be 
received no later than 14th Jan 2020: ETAS Administration, Im Hubel 3, 6210 Sursee.

ETAS Annual Conference and AGM 2020 (please make a copy for your records)

or register online: https://go.e-tas.ch/2020AC
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Overview of all workshops
Workshops Session A: 10.45 – 11.45
A1 Carol Waites

Learn in a live webinar about digital tools for higher level learners
Independent

A2 Lee Shutler
Vocabulary Games
Sponsored by Hilderstone College

A3 Will Rennie
A Stranger in a Strange Land: Risk-Taking for Success
Independent

A4 Heather Johnson
What I would have liked to know as a new teacher
Independent

A5 Urs Kalberer
Four digital tools
Independent

A6 Rob Dean
Soft Skills for Success: The 21st Century Adult Classroom
Sponsored by Pearson Schweiz

A7 Guy Walker
Turning passive students into participative actors in their language learning
Independent

Workshops Session B: 13.15 - 14.15
B1 Andrea Magee

Practical Tips for Joyful Teaching and Learning
Independent

B2 Urs Kalberer
Teaching reading
Independent

B3 Olaf Lenders
Mastering IELTS-style writing tasks
Independent

B4 Geoff Tranter
Enhancing Strategic Competence
Independent



B5 Pete Kaithan
Digital Transformation in Language Assessment & Learning
Independent

B6 Jasper Kok
Discover “My Languages, A Multilingual Portfolio”
Sponsored by Teachin' EU

B7 Rob Dean
Techniques with Tablets
Sponsored by Pearson Schweiz

Workshops Session C: 15.45 - 16.45
C1 Jeanne Darling

Writing - Skill or Craft?
Independent

C2 John Hughes
10 practical ideas for Business and General English exam preparation
Sponsored by National Geographic Learning

C3 Gemma Louise Webber
Stepping into CLIL
Sponsored by Istituto Zaccaria dei Padri Barnabiti (Religious Institution in Milan, Italy)

C4 Laurie Theurer
Swisstory: an entertaining way to learn from Swiss history
Sponsored by Bergli Books

C5 Ozgen Bagci Cervo and Jasper Kok
Unlocking Potential with TOEFL Family of Assessments
Sponsored by Goal Testing

C6 Nalan Atabek
Digital Tools for Differentiation
Sponsored by Goal Testing

C7 Sylvia Goetze Wake
Sustainability and climate change: what is our role as educators?
Sponsored by University of Lausanne
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Workshop descriptions
Workshops Session A: 10.45 – 11.45
A1 Carol Waites

Learn in a live webinar about digital tools for higher level learners
Independent

The session will introduce grammar tools, such as grammarly and similar, vocabulary tools,
such as web concordancers, tools to measure readability of written texts, a tool that measures
typical writers’ faux pas, and translation tools. It will also be suitable for those preparing
students for higher level exams as the tools boost autonomy.

This workshop will be delivered as a live webinar with everyone present to give a hands-on
experience of how to deliver and receive webinars.  You will have the choice of watching the
delivery live or you may join online with your own laptop in the same room.

A2 Lee Shutler
Vocabulary Games
Sponsored by Hilderstone College

Quite simply, we will explore activities that can steer us away from the course books and
encourage students to engage, and play, with vocabulary.  We will also consider how we can go
beyond one-dimensional uses of words and go deeper with meaning and communicative fluency.
This will be an active workshop. Be ready to take part!

A3 Will Rennie
A Stranger in a Strange Land: Risk-Taking for Success
Independent

Confidence plays a great role in effective communication, but if students are not guided 
beyond their comfort zone, they may never succeed in fully developing this to participate in 
the English-speaking world to their satisfaction.  This talk covers the importance of risk-taking,
fostering a conducive environment in which to explore it, and examples of activities allowing
students to do so.

A4 Heather Johnson
What I would have liked to know as a new teacher
Independent

Are you new to teaching and wondering if it is ever going to get easier? Are you still having
CELTA-worthy palpitations when standing in front of a class? Looking for a few tips to make 
your first few years of teaching run a little more smoothly? Then this workshop is for you! 
Come and find out how long it’s going to be before you start re-using some of your teaching
material, or whether you are ever going to get to grips with the grammar terminology. This
workshop will hopefully give you some oomph as you continue to grow with your students.
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A5 Urs Kalberer
Four digital tools
Independent

The workshop is targeted at teachers who are open to trying out digital tools in their classroom.
There will be a short presentation of each tool followed by some experimenting and trialling.
Please BYOD! We will wrap up the workshop with some ideas on how to include the tools 
in our teaching practice. 

The four tools are:
• Vizia for creating video quizzes
• Insert Learning. A toolbar that can be added to any webpage
• Backchannel Chat for real-time discussions.
• Heads Up Charades. Speaking game for groups or pairs.

A6 Rob Dean
Soft Skills for Success: The 21st Century Adult Classroom
Sponsored by Pearson Schweiz

There was a time when it seemed sufficient for a language classroom to involve grammar 
and little else. Of course, this was not sufficient, as it often resulted in learners completing 
a course with a profound knowledge of grammar, but completely unable to communicate.
Fortunately, things have moved on, and in the modern day much more consideration is given to
what our learners need to achieve by using language in work or leisure situations – soft skills.
This session will look at ways in which we can develop these soft skills, including leadership,
teamwork, problem solving, flexibility and interpersonal skills at the same time as developing
language skills. The session will be illustrated with material taken from Pearson’s new
'Roadmap' course.

A7 Guy Walker
Turning passive students into participative actors in their language learning
Independent

The old adage ‘You can lead a horse to water but you can’t make it drink’ could apply to some 
of the students in our English language classes. Many learners stubbornly refuse to participate,
to get actively involved, or even simply to cooperate. Often, the reason is not a lack of interest -
indeed, in many cases, students have even opted to attend the class. Based on action research,
this talk will explore the causes underlying this attitude. It will then propose effective strategies
to help transform students into active participants, and even actors, in their language learning.
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Workshops Session B: 13.15 - 14.15
B1 Andrea Magee

Practical Tips for Joyful Teaching and Learning
Independent

Find out what tips and tricks I use in my teaching to engage learners through joy. Research
shows that joyful teaching has a profound impact on learning by setting up the brain to retain
more, based on experiencing a strong positive emotion. My passion is embracing joy in
education by implementing simple, effective strategies and exchanging ideas with other
teachers to stay motivated and try new approaches. Taking inspiration from best practices 
in Finland and beyond, I will share what I have found useful in the primary classroom and
hopefully leave you with a smile and something to try as a teacher!

B2 Urs Kalberer
Teaching reading
Independent

In general, reading is primarily tested rather than taught. In this workshop the participants learn
how to teach reading using a variety of tasks. We will also look at fluency training, reading aloud
and discover alternatives to comprehension questions. The tasks are based on my own
teaching with lower secondary classes but can easily be adapted to higher or lower levels.

B3 Olaf Lenders
Mastering IELTS-style writing tasks
Independent

In this workshop I will focus on two typical IELTS-style writing tasks:
1. Description of a process (based on a diagram)
2. Short argumentative essay
These writing tasks are used in general English courses as well as ESP courses. They are
appropriate for B1/B2 learners. 
We will discuss sample tasks and model texts. Moreover, we will do ancillary exercises to
practice specific skills such as paragraph writing and using grammatical and logical transitions.
Participants will get an extensive handout.

B4 Geoff Tranter
Enhancing Strategic Competence
Independent

The Common European Framework of Reference (CEFR) describes a number of important
communicative and linguistic competences, one of them being strategic competence, which
regrettably has received relatively little attention in language training and assessment. 
The Companion Volume to the CEFR published in 2018 took this area of language
learning/teaching a step further by adding detailed definitions of the communicative skill of

Workshop descriptions
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Mediation and a variety of strategies required for successful mediation. This practical active
workshop will focus on a range of strategies with the aim of providing teachers with a portfolio
of easy-to-prepare activities that can be used in the classroom to enable language students 
to acquire such competences, which are of great importance for effective international 
business communication.

B5 Pete Kaithan
Digital Transformation in Language Assessment & Learning
Independent

We are all aware that the digital transformation process is in full swing, also in the area of
language assessment and learning. Two organisations which are involved in the process are
Cambridge Assessment English and Speexx. Both organisations have developed state-of-the-art
systems which allow them to play a successful part in the digital transformation process in
their respective fields. Pete Kaithan will talk about issues such Artificial Intelligence, remote
proctoring and auto-correction, all features employed by Linguaskill from Cambridge
Assessment and Speexx Language Learning.

B6 Jasper Kok
Discover “My Languages, A Multilingual Portfolio”
Sponsored by Teachin' EU

My Languages appeals to all four C’s of 21st-century education and can be used in a variety 
of ways. And above all: It’s fun! This very practical portfolio supports children (8-14) while
learning English and makes them aware of their multilingual skills. It is a hands-on portfolio 
that travels with the child for a couple of years. It functions as a constantly changing document
that portrays the child’s language learning progress in a creative way. Other aims of the portfolio
are to stimulate a creative thought process and make children aware and reflect on their
multilingual abilities. It encourages spontaneous language learning and helps to create mutual
understanding. The end result is a personalized, artistic collection of evidence of learning.

B7 Rob Dean
Techniques with Tablets
Sponsored by Pearson Schweiz

No, not Aspirin, but ipads, Macbooks and laptops... With the increasing prominence of digital
software in education nowadays - often referred to as 'BYOD' - many are left wondering how we
can sensibly incorporate the use of such technology into the communicative classroom. What
are the likely problems with the shift to digital? How can we overcome them? What are the
opportunities that the use of technology presents? Are there times in the lesson when we
should not use technology? This lively workshop will attempt to answer these questions and
more, as we demonstrate a selection of ready-to-use ideas that make the most of students’
using screens in class.
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Workshops Session C: 15.45 - 16.45
C1 Jeanne Darling

Writing - Skill or Craft?
Independent

Instinct might tell us that the ability to write builds on the mastery of first speaking and reading
and therefore comes last in the developmental sequence of literary skills. After all, does it
make sense to introduce writing before children can form letters, have some sense of phonics,
and read, let alone before they have mastered spelling, punctuation and grammar, all of which
factor in producing a final piece of written work? Let’s take a new perspective and begin by
asking "What is writing? What purpose does it serve? Does real writing only happen after
prerequisite skills have been mastered?" And let’s look at a different way to tackle the teaching
of writing by looking at resources for offering dynamic writing experiences in our classrooms.

C2 John Hughes
10 practical ideas for Business and General English exam preparation
Sponsored by National Geographic Learning

Join me to try out a variety of practical activities which balance the need for exam skills training
with language learning. The talk includes reference to my new edition of Success with Business
(BEC) as well as a collection of classic and new ideas to help you prepare your students to
pass any Business English or General English exam or test.

C3 Gemma Louise Webber
Stepping into CLIL
Sponsored by Istituto Zaccaria dei Padri Barnabiti (Religious Institution in Milan, Italy)

Content and Language Integrated Learning (CLIL) is an educational approach where content
learning is taught in an additional language, in my case in English. Quoting Professor David
Marsh, “CLIL makes bilingualism in mainstream education a realistic and achievable aim”.
After almost 20 years of teaching English as a Foreign Language, I have found myself teaching
CLIL in a private school. At present, I am teaching Geography in Lower-secondary, and
Geography as well as Art History in Upper-secondary.

I would like to share with you my experience and the changes I have had to make to my
teaching beliefs and techniques order to meet the lesson aims both in terms of teaching
practice and materials writing.

C4 Laurie Theurer
Swisstory: an entertaining way to learn from Swiss history
Sponsored by Bergli Books

This will be a presentation of my middle grade book titled Swisstory: The Untold, Bloody, and
Absolutely Real History of Switzerland. Swisstory delves into the usual topics taught in Swiss
schools—from pre-history to modern day—but dares to go a few levels deeper; revealing some
of the more gruesome and uglier truths about Swiss history. I will share some sections of the
book and reveal ways in which educators can use Swisstory to discuss with their students

Workshop descriptions
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where humans have—and most importantly have not—learned from historical mistakes. 
We will compare these parts of the book to current situations and ask the question, 
"How are things the same and different in our world today?"

C5 Ozgen Bagci Cervo and Jasper Kok
Unlocking Potential with TOEFL Family of Assessments
Sponsored by Goal Testing

In most English classrooms, there are wide gaps in students' proficiency levels. Teachers run 
the risk that students feel lost and disengaged. They are challenged to meet the needs of
individual students and to create motivating learning opportunities.

In this workshop, you will experience firsthand how to pinpoint your students’ strengths and
weaknesses and get the support you need on your journey to build up a strong foundation 
for language teaching. Having an accurate and detailed understanding of your students’ 
English language skills enables you to make a solid start and guide your students to reach 
their full potential.

Additionally, one of our ambassador schools in the Netherlands will share their story including
practical suggestions on personalizing English language education.

C6 Nalan Atabek
Digital Tools for Differentiation
Sponsored by Goal Testing

An increasing number of diverse students in classrooms is one of the main challenges of 
today’s educators. Having students from different backgrounds, cultures, areas of interests,
levels of experience and knowledge makes it seem like a never-ending struggle. However, 
using digital tools to differentiate in the classroom can help save time while better meeting 
the needs of all of the learners. In this workshop, you will find digital resources and solutions 
that will help you create a differentiated environment. Suggestions and idea-sharing will be
present to implement digital solutions to serve for diverse learning needs, styles and
differentiation models.

C7 Sylvia Goetze Wake
Sustainability and climate change: what is our role as educators?
Sponsored by University of Lausanne

This workshop will follow a “world-café” format, with carousel small groups creatively exploring
questions such as:
• How can we incorporate “sustainability” in our teaching in a meaningful and relevant way?
• What sustainable practices can we encourage in our classrooms, institutions or at conferences?
• How can our personal choices and attitudes influence our students?
• Could ETAS create a “sustainability” Special Interest Group?

Rather than listening to a presentation, you will actively participate in collaboratively generating
ideas and actions. If you think these questions are important, come and benefit from engaging
with other teachers…by putting our heads together we will see what emerges!
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NALAN ATABEK
Nalan ATABEK is a former English teacher. She is interested in teaching and creating
interdisciplinary language courses and believes in the teaching of life-long skills through subject
areas to raise era-wise population. She is now a teacher trainer and materials developer.

ÖZGEN BAGCI CERVO
Özgen Bagci-Cervo currently works as an educational consultant and teacher trainer for TOEFL
Young Students Series at Goal Testing, the European Network Office for ETS in the Netherlands
and Switzerland. Before joining ETS, she worked as an English teacher at various levels for
several years in Italy and Turkey.

JEANNE DARLING
Jeanne Darling is a retired educator, having taught young children for over 25 years in Basel. 
She continues working with children, offering Story Times and workshops at a number of schools
and libraries. She has authored numerous articles and presentations for parents and teachers
about young children. Her latest writing includes three books published for young readers.

ROB DEAN
Rob has been involved in ELT since 1994, and is currently based in Poland. He works as an
independent international teacher trainer and methodology consultant, and travels widely
delivering talks, workshops and seminars – as well as online webinars - to teachers all over 
the world.

SYLVIA GOETZE WAKE
Sylvia Goetze Wake currently teaches English at the University of Lausanne. Her interests 
include intercultural communication, the use of Moodle® tools for enhanced collaboration and
autonomy, and student peer feedback as both a language and a life skill. She has recently
started cycling to work in what is a very hilly city!

JOHN HUGHES
John Hughes is an award-winning ELT author and teacher trainer. With over 40 book titles, his
best-known course series is National Geographic Learning’s Life and he is also a co-author on 
the new third edition of World English. As a teacher trainer, he has run courses, workshops and
given conference presentations in over 40 countries. His main specialism is materials
development and bridging the gap between theory and practice. He still teaches and pilots his
own materials with students in Oxford.

HEATHER JOHNSON
Heather Johnson is a teacher at TLC Sprachschule IH Zurich-Baden. She is fairly new to the
profession, having completed her CELTA only two years ago. But what she lacks in experience,
she makes up for in enthusiasm! She has experience of Business English, young learners 
and ESP.

Speakers’ biographical information
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PETE KAITHAN
Pete Kaithan has been working for Swiss Exams for 17 years and is responsible for all 
operations as COO running exams in most major cities in Switzerland. Pete holds a Bachelor’s
Degree in Political Science from Millersville University of Pennsylvania and a Master of Science
Degree in International Relations from the London School of Economics. Pete engaged in further
education over the years which got him diplomas in Business Administration, Corporate
Communication and Leadership. His experience with and his dedication to Cambridge Exams
earned him a “Medal of Outstanding Contribution to Cambridge English Language Assessment”
at the 100 Year Centennial Celebrations in 2013.

URS KALBERER
Urs Kalberer works as an English teacher in Swiss lower secondary schools. He is an 
experienced workshop and webinar presenter. Urs currently advises his school on the use 
of smartphones in class. He holds a Master in ELT and served as Teacher Development Chair 
for ETAS.

JASPER KOK
Jasper Kok is the co-author of the portfolio “My Languages” (Also translated in German), together
with Rosemary Smeets-Cowan. Jasper is Managing Director of eleven primary schools, has a
broad international network, owns an educational advice company (Teachin’ EU) and coordinated
successful Erasmus+ applications. He holds an MA degree in Educational Leadership.

OLAF LENDERS
Dr. Olaf Lenders has been teaching English at universities in Germany and the Netherlands for
more than twenty years. For the past ten years he's been teaching English and Intercultural
Communication to students of engineering and technical journalism at the Bonn-Rhein-Sieg
University in the romantic Rhine Valley.

ANDREA MAGEE
After primary teacher training in Belfast, Andrea completed a Masters in Learning, Learning
Environments and Educational Systems in Finland. She taught 6-13 year olds in Vienna, and 
now teaches 7-8 year olds in Zug, Switzerland. As a co-founder of emJoy education, Andrea
spends her spare time organising events for teachers.

WILL RENNIE
Will began teaching in 2011, and over 5 years of teaching before moving to Edinburgh School 
of English gained extensive experience with students with very different needs. This has ensured
he is well-placed to contribute to a syllabus focused on communicative confidence and the soft
skills vital to effective communication.

LEE SHUTLER
Lee is the Principal at Hilderstone College and is an EFL veteran of nearly 30 years. 
Stupidly, Lee runs marathons and enjoys cycling long distances. He claims that 6 hours in 
the saddle is fertile ground for creative lesson ideas as well as a sore bum.



LAURIE THEURER
Laurie’s writing adventure began at a writer’s conference in 2012. Two days in and she was
hooked. Since then, she’s been published in multiple magazines, collections, and anthologies.
Swisstory: The Untold, Bloody, and Absolutely Real History of Switzerland is her debut middle grade
book. She’s now hopelessly addicted to writing.

GEOFF TRANTER
Geoff has many years of experience in further, adult and tertiary education. He at present 
teaches EBP and ESP at the TU in Dortmund, focussing on providing students with the skills
required at their future workplaces. He was involved as an advisor during the development 
of the CEFR Companion Volume.

CAROL WAITES
Dr Carol Waites is an experienced online teacher at the United Nations, giving weekly webinars 
for local students and those in the field. She also teaches live classes for advanced students. 
She holds a CELTA, DELTA, two Masters and a PhD.

GUY WALKER
Guy Walker teaches ESP at the University of Lausanne. He is a famously inventive teacher who
firmly believes that, to be truly effective, a lesson needs to be memorable. In one such class, 
he even performed a "Full Monty" routine
to get students to activate new language!

GEMMA LOUISE WEBBER
Gemma Louise Webber lives and works 
in Italy. She has been teaching English
Language for almost 20 years. Gemma
has recently started teaching CLIL and 
is interested in materials development. 
In her free time she is studying for an 
MA in Applied Linguistics and TESOL.
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Bergli Books
Steinentorstrasse 11
CH – 4010 Basel
www.bergli.ch

Cambridge English Languages GmbH
Vadianstrasse 7
CH – 9000 St. Gallen
www.celgmbh.ch

Cambridge Assessment English
27 Rue de Berri
F – 75008 Paris
www.cambridgeenglish.org/ch

Cambridge University Press
Industriestrasse 25
CH – 8604 Volketswil
www.cambridge.org/ch/cambridgeenglish

Cengage Learning EMEA
Cheriton House, North Way
Walworth Industrial Estate
GB – Andover SP10 5BE
www.ngl.cengage.com/elt

Collins
The News Building
1 London Bridge Street
GB – London SE1 9GF
www.collins.co.uk

Ernst Klett Sprachen GmbH
Rotebühlstrasse 77
DE – 70178 Stuttgart
www.klett-sprachen.de

Express Publishing
Liberty House
Greenham Business Park
Newbury
GB – Berkshire RG19 6HW
www.expresspublishing.co.uk

Goal Testing
Cihangir Mahallesi
Sakarya Sokak No: 19A
Avcilar
TUR – Istanbul
www.goaltesting.com

Helbling Languages 
Aemmenmattstrasse 43
CH – 3123 Belp
www.helblinglanguages.ch

Let’s Learn English
57 Usher Drive
GB – Banbury Oxon OX16 1AG
www.letslearnenglish.com

Macmillan Education
FAO Gareth Evans
4 Crinan Street
GB – London N1 9XW
www.macmillanenglish.com

Oxford University Press OELT Ltd
Hauptstrasse 53
CH – 4127 Birsfelden
elt.oup.com

Pearson Schweiz AG
Chollerstrasse 37
CH – 6300 Zug
www.pearson.ch

Schreiber Kirchgasse
Kirchgasse 7
CH – 4600 Olten
www.schreibers.ch

Swiss Exams
Zürcherstrasse 46
CH – 8400 Winterthur
www.swiss-exams.ch

Teachin’ EU
De Triomfboog 58
NL – 7513 KH Enschede
www.teachineu.com

Book exhibitors

https://elt.oup.com



